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Abstract
A 30 m by 30 m two-dimensional grid was designed on a flat bench behind a quarry face of
predominantly limestone with thin shale layers located at a Bonner Springs, Kansas site to test the utility
of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) for stratigraphic studies. GPR data were collected along seven lines
parallel to the quarry face and seven lines perpendicular to the quarry face, each separated by 5 m, using
50 MHz, 100MHz, 200 MHz, and 400 MHz antennas. As a part of the project, confirmation of reflection
events, ringing suppression, and velocities of electromagnetic (EM) wave propagation in the limestone
were studied. GPR instrument wavelets were successfully collected in the air. With a known GPR
instrument wavelet, ringing in GPR data was significantly suppressed by a deterministic deconvolution.
The validity of using a wavelet acquired in air as the operator for deterministic deconvolution was
shown in the real-world application of a radar system with 400 MHz antennas to a quarry site consisting
of interbedded limestones and shale partings. A total of 78 horizontal holes were drilled in key locations
on three exposed quarry faces where data were acquired before and after conductive steel rods, 1.5 m in
length, were placed in the holes. Diagnostic GPR responses from the horizontal steel rods serve as
known reflectors. The steel rods provide critical information for: 1) confirmation and nature of specific
geologic reflection events in the GPR data, 2) GPR resolution limits, 3) accuracy of velocities calculated
from common-midpoint data, and 4) identification of multiples. The effectiveness of suppressing ringing
waveforms suggests that the deterministic deconvolution of GPR data with the GPR instrument wavelet
in the air should be included as a standard GPR data processing step.
Introduction
Over the last decade ground-penetrating radar (GPR) has been widely used in environmental,
engineering, and groundwater investigations (e.g., Arcone et al., 1998; Olhoeft et al., 1994; 1996b;
Annan, 1996; Young et al., 1997; Powers, 1997; Cardimona et al., 1998; Asprion and Aigner, 1999;
Butler et al., 2000) as well as shallow sedimentary and stratigraphic studies (Arcone, 1996; Smith and
Jol, 1992; Pratt and Miall, 1993; Bridge et al., 1995; Sigurdsson and Overgaard, 1996; Liner and Liner,
1997; McMechan et al., 1997; Martinez et al., 1998; Young and Sun, 1999; Vandenberghe et al., 1999;
Beres et al., 1999; Augustinus et al., 1999; Dagallier et al., 2000; Kruse et al., 2000; Bano et al., 2000;
Van Dam and Schlager, 2000). Although these studies lend insight and in general demonstrate the
promise and usefulness of GPR for geologic, environmental, and engineering studies, questions still
remain as to all the factors responsible for the actual appearance or characteristics of GPR reflections
and diffractions. By nature, GPR is very band limited. Accurate interpretation of geologic features from
GPR data depends on data resolution, which requires a thorough understanding of the bandwidth and
waveform. Ringing (related to narrow bandwidth and source waveform) in a GPR section needs to be
identified and reduced/eliminated because it dramatically limits resolution, therefore constraining the
legitimate usage of GPR and increasing the potential for misinterpretations. To increase the temporal
resolution and correctly interpret GPR data in a fashion critical for shallow stratigraphic studies,
deconvolution is essential.
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Deconvolution compresses the basic source wavelet, resulting in improved temporal resolution.
There are many different deconvolution methods with application histories in seismic reflection data
processing (Yilmaz, 1987). Deconvolution has also been applied to GRP data in hopes of improving
resolution in a manner consistent with conventional seismic reflection. Examples include a propagation
deconvolution method (Turner, 1994), a predictive deconvolution method (Todoeschuck et al., 1992), a
two-sided deconvolution method (Gottsche et al., 1996), and a mixed-phase deconvolution method
(Porsani and Ursin, 1996). Neves et al. (1995) presented source signature deconvolution. The source
wavelet was statistically determined in their method. Unfortunately, all of these deconvolution methods
require that assumptions be made about the source wavelet and/or extraction of the source wavelet from
GPR data. These assumptions strongly contribute to the fact that deconvolution of GPR data in a realworld setting has never been successfully demonstrated in the literature.
Deterministic deconvolution is numerically the simplest and most stable of all types of deconvolution and is equivalent to spike deconvolution when an instrument wavelet is available. An important
advantage to bear in mind with this method is
the fact that the instrument wavelet does not
change either from place to place or as a function of antenna ground coupling. Hence, it has
the potential to provide the highest possible
resolution independent of data characteristics. In
this paper an appropriate methodology is
demonstrated for successfully acquiring the
GPR instrument (source) wavelet necessary for
the formulation of a convolution model, the
basis of deterministic deconvolution. A realworld stratigraphic site is used to measure the
success of deterministic deconvolution for improving temporal and spatial resolution of the
GPR data.
This paper presents results of deterministic deconvolution. Our study developed a
convolution model using a GPR instrument
wavelet acquired in the air, which was then verified through deterministic deconvolution of
GPR data utilizing Pennsylvanian limestone and Figure 1. Drawing showing the 30 m by 30 m twothin shale layers exposed in successive faces of a dimensional grid that was designed on a flat bench behind an
quarry in Bonner Springs, Kansas (Figure 1). initial quarry face (BSG1) approximately 2.7 – 3.5 m (9 – 12
This study is part of a multi-phase integrative feet) thick. GPR data were initially collected using 50 MHz,
study at the quarry site designed to address 100MHz, 200 MHz, and 400 MHz antennas along seven grid
lines parallel to the quarry face and seven grid lines perpenstratal, lithologic, petrophysical, and geophysical dicular to the quarry face, each separated by 5 m. Twelve
properties influencing GPR response. The objec- continuous cores, five centimeters in diameter, were taken on
tive of this study is to provide strategies and 10 x 10 meter spacings within the grid area to provide initial
methods that allow a more accurate application groundtruth for GPR interpretations. Further groundtruthing
of GPR to sedimentary rock studies than cur- was accomplished by observing geologic features exposed by
successive quarry face exposures (BSG2, BSG3, and BSG4)
rently practiced. A unique aspect of the study as operators blasted back at 10-m intervals in coordination
was the utilization of conductive metal rods, with our 3-D grid and borehole locations. Cores and outcrops
1.5 m in length, inserted into horizontal drill were sampled for lithologic, diagenetic, porosity, permeabilholes placed at key locations in exposed quarry ity, and dielectric constant data.
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faces. These rods provide easily identifiable signatures on GPR profiles and serve as known reflecting/
diffracting points (Butler et al., 2000).
Results present here have significant implications both for improving the use (accuracy) of GPR
data and to the authenticity of interpretations of GPR sections in stratigraphic studies where successful
suppression of wavelet effects on GPR data is critical. Deterministic deconvolution with the true GPR
instrument wavelet needs to become a standard part of GPR data processing.
Convolution Model of GPR Data
Assuming no noise, GPR data are the convolution of the instrument or source wavelet with the
earth’s reflectivity series:
x(t) = w(t)*e(t)
where
x(t) = recorded GPR data
w(t) = instrument wavelet
e(t) = earth’s reflectivity series
*=
denotes convolution.
If w(t) is known and its spectrum has no zeros within a specific range, an earth reflectivity series can be
determined using a deterministic deconvolution.
Wavelet Acquisition
GPR data presented in this paper were acquired using a MALÅ system with a 370-V transmitter,
400 MHz antennas, and 3348 MHz sampling frequency. The data were processed using WinSeis© (a
commercial software package developed at the Kansas Geological Survey) complemented with some
custom code.
Acquisition of a clean instrument wavelet is critical to the effectiveness of deterministic deconvolution. Instrument wavelets were acquired in an open area void of environmental and/or culture noise.
Initially, to capture the source wavelet, a signal search was performed with the transmitter antenna and
receiver antenna separated by 0.3 m, 0.6 m, and 0.9 m using conventional facedown on the ground
coupling. Next, to acquire the actual source wavelets, the antennas were placed face to face separated by
0.3 m, 0.6 m, and 0.9 m respectively. A 512-fold vertical stack was used to minimize the contribution of
random noise during the acquisition of a representative wavelet. Empirical determination of the optimum wavelet for the MALÅ instrument required repetitive applications of deterministic deconvolution
to a representative data set using source wavelets recorded when the antennas were face to face at each
unique offset. For example, the wavelet extracted with 0.3-m separation during signal search and 0.3-m
separation in wavelet acquisition produced the best deconvolution results for the 400 MHz antennas.
The well-behaved spectrum of the 400 MHz antenna wavelet (no zero or near-zero values in the designed frequency range spectrum) and a dominant frequency of 300 MHz (Figure 2) allowed direct and
stable application of deterministic deconvolution to GRP data.
The wavelets from the 200 MHz antennas with 0.9-m separation in the signal search and 0.9-m
separation in wavelet acquisition gave the best deconvolution results. Accurate aiming of antennas for
air acquisition is critical, especially for lower frequency antennas such as 100 MHz or 50 MHz. An
antenna rack may be necessary to hold antennas static while correcting the relative alignment of antennas during wavelet acquisition. It is extremely important to keep in mind that since wavelets acquired in
the air are true instrument wavelets, changes in geologic setting will not impact the deterministic deconvolution operation. Therefore, once a representative wavelet is cataloged for each antenna, that wavelet
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can be used in all geologic settings and for all applications until the antenna is physically altered or electronically modified.
Since the width of the main peak of wavelets from the 400 MHz antenna (Figure 2a) is 5 – 6
nanoseconds (ns), any reflected events with time duration equal to or longer than the width of the main
peak will interfere with each other, smearing, splitting, and/or misplacing reflections in time and/or
space. Once deterministic deconvolution has been applied to GPR data and the instrument wavelet has
been removed, temporal resolution will increase and the true position of reflections can be accurately
determined.

b

ns

a
Figure 2. (a) The pat of the wavelet (first 30 ns) of the 400 MHz antennas
with 0.3 m separation in signal search and 0.3 m separation in wavelet acquisition and (b) its spectrum.

Verification of Deterministic Deconvolution from the Study Site
Fresh exposures of Pennsylvanian limestone and siliciclastic strata from the upper Farley Member in the Shawnee Rock Company quarry near Bonner Springs, Kansas, were utilized to demonstrate
the effectiveness of applying deterministic deconvolution using an antenna-specific calibrated source
wavelet. These strata are vertically exposed for approximately 3 meters on the quarry face and characterized by medium (< 0.15 m) to thickly (0.3 – 0.9 m) bedded limestones separated by thin (< 2.5 cm) shale
partings and stylocumulates. The shale partings commonly diffuse into adjacent limestone over the scale
of < 2.5 cm to ~7.5 cm (Figure 3).
GPR data were initially collected on a flat bench behind a quarry face (BSG1) along a twodimensional grid 30 m by 30 m (Figure 1). Seven lines were collected parallel to the quarry face and
seven lines perpendicular to the quarry face, each separated by 5 m. A 128-fold vertical stack was
acquired every 0.1 m along each line while maintaining a fixed source and receiver separation of 0.6 m
with the 400 MHz antenna. A perpendicular-broadside antenna orientation was employed to give the
radar section more of a 2-D slice through the subsurface (Annan, 1996).
To provide the ultimate in ground truth for these radar sections, steel rods 1.5 m in length and 4.4
cm in diameter were inserted into holes drilled horizontally into the quarry face. A total of 78 horizontal
holes were located at key spots on the first three exposed quarry faces. A specially designed air drilling
unit was used to provide holes with tolerances that required the rods to be driven snuggly into place.
GPR data were acquired before and after the steel rods were placed. Reflections or diffractions from the
rods on the GPR data provided absolute bearing as to the exact location in the 3-D subsurface being
imaged, which, through comparisons to the measured locations of rods on the quarry face, provide exact
correlation of coherent events with geology or noise.
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Figure 3. Photomosaic showing the nature of limestone bedding and shale partings on the first quarry face (BSG1). Lines drawn on the photomosaic show bedding characteristics as traced on photos during field study of the exposed quarry face. Solid lines represent distinct, traceable bedding planes (shale partings), dashed lines indicate
that bedding planes are less distinct (shale partings are thinner or more diffuse), and dotted lines indicate where bedding planes are not distinct (absence of shale) and
bedding is inferred. Numbers at bedding horizons show scale in feet as measured vertically from quarry floor. Letters and symbols are assigned to beds to facilitate comparison between the outcrop and results of GPR data. Solid dots and associated numbers show locations for horizontal conductive rod experiments.
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For the purpose of this paper, focus is placed on the results of several experiments conducted on
the initial exposed quarry face (BSG1) and third exposed quarry face (BSG3). The 400 MHz data clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of deconvolution as employed here in improving the quality of GPR data
for sedimentologic and stratigraphic studies.
The average velocity of EM wave propagation in the limestone at the site is 0.1 m/ns, which
equates to a maximum potential vertical resolution of around 0.5 – 0.6 m for the 400 MHz antenna
(Figure 2a). Theoretically, two reflectors closer than 0.5 – 0.6 m will not be resolvable on 400 MHz
GPR data.
1. GPR Response from Steel Rods
Documenting the exact locations in the quarry face BSG3 of six holes embedded with steel rods
(Figure 4a) was critical to quality and accuracy evaluations and interpretations of GPR data. Conventionally processed GPR data (Figure 4b) acquired with 400 MHz antennas along a 6-m long line 1 m
behind the quarry face are typical of data used for interpreting sedimentary strata in most GPR studies.
The six conductive rods should appear in the section as hyperbolas, with their apex indicative of the precise location of the rods. However, with the vertical resolution potential at only 0.5 – 0.6 m for 400 MHz
antenna data at this particular site, it is unlikely all six rods can be located with confidence on a conventionally processed section (Figure 4b). In addition, it is important to note that the locations (horizontal
and vertical) of the rods as interpreted on the GPR data are skewed compared to their true measured
locations. These tests and associated observations demonstrate that conventionally processed GPR data
do not possess the resolution to uniquely detect each steel rod and do not provide an accurate representation of geologic features evident on the quarry face. Interpretations based on the conventionally processed GPR image would be misleading and likely result in significant absolute location errors.

b

a

c

Figure 4. (a) A photo of part of quarry face BSG3 containing six horizontal holes with steel rods, (b) GPR data, scaled and bandpass filtered,
with the 400 MHz antennas along 6-m line on the bench 1 m behind the
quarry face, and (c) GPR data after the deterministic deconvolution.
The deterministic deconvolution improves resolution of GPR data (by
at least 50%). Based on GPR data (c) locations of six horizontal rods
(solid dots) can correctly be determined.
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After including deterministic deconvolution in the processing flow, the data resolution is improved by at least 50 percent (Figure 4c). The four shallower hyperbolas distinctly and correctly represent the locations of the four shallowest rods both horizontally and vertically. Using an MNO velocity
calculated from a nearby CMP gather (0.097m/ns), the true depths of the first four rods are located
within a few centimeters on the GPR data. It is now also possible to confidently locate the two deepest
rods even though based on conventional “rules of thumb” they are relatively deep (considering their size
and penetration limitations for antennas of this frequency) and less than one-quarter wavelength apart.
2. Steel Rods on Beds E and D
Ten steel rods were drilled into beds E and D of BSG1 face. GPR data were acquired along a line
1 m behind the quarry face. Some reflections on conventionally processed GPR data (Figure 5a) can be
related to the stratigraphy shown on the photomosaic, however much of the GPR data are dominated by
very complex arrival patterns, which is characteristic of wavelet interference and out-of-the-plane
energy, and are very difficult to interpret correctly. Based on the steel rod experiments discussed earlier,
many of these complexities are a byproduct of the data resolution and associated wavelet interference,
which makes it difficult to interpret most of the limestone bedding on this section. As well, results of the
steel rod experiments indicate that interpretations of conventionally processed data are complicated by
the inaccurate vertical and horizontal locations of geologic features inferred by GPR data. Due to the
limited temporal resolution of conventional processed GRP data (Figure 5a), locations of some of the 10
horizontal steel rods on beds E and D of the BSG1 face cannot be confidently determined.
Resolution of the GPR image is significantly increased after deterministic deconvolution, AGC,
and bandpass filtering (Figure 5b). Diffractions from the rods clearly indicate locations of beds E and D
along the BSG1 face. The diffractions confirm specific geologic reflection events in the GPR data, provide GPR resolution limits, and eliminate the presence of multiples.
CMP data with 60-trace gathers and maximum source and receiver antenna separation of 6 m
were also acquired at eleven intersection points of the GPR survey grid. Time to depth conversions
(Figure 5) are based on EM wave propagation velocities calculated from moveout curves on the CMP
data. Accuracy of these conversions was confirmed by comparing surveyed horizontal rod locations
along the BSG1 face with locations calculated from the GPR data.
3. Relevance of Deconvolution to Stratigraphic Interpretations: An Example
Lines drawn on a photomosaic show bedding characteristics of the limestones and shales observed during field studies of the exposed quarry face (Figure 3). Solid lines represent distinct, traceable
bedding planes (shale partings), dashed lines reflect less distinct bedding planes (shale partings are thinner or more diffuse), and dotted lines represent nondistinct, inferred bedding planes (absence of shale).
Letters and symbols are assigned to beds to facilitate comparison between the outcrop and GPR data.
Edge effects due to the quarry face were not evident on the profile just 1 m behind the quarry face. This
observation was made after comparison of two GPR data sets acquired along the same line before and
after the blasting of successive quarry faces. Due to the limited temporal resolution of conventional processed GRP data (Figure 6a), stratigraphic interpretations on Figure 6a are very difficult and can be misleading.
Resolution of the GPR image is significantly increased after deterministic deconvolution, AGC,
and bandpass filtering (Figure 6b). Careful application of migration filtering can improve data quality by
reducing some of the high angle scattering and low amplitude random noise (Ivanov et al., 1998). Stolt
7
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Figure 5. Ten steel rods were drilled into beds E and D. Two rods (number 2 and 3 from the left) were on the bed D and the
rest on the bed E. (a) GPR data produced with 400 MHz antenna along a 30-m line on a flat bench 1 m behind quarry face
BSG1 after AGC and bandpass filtering have been applied. (b) The same GPR data as shown in (a) after deterministic deconvolution. Solid dots indicate the locations of steel rods.

(1977) migration, with a constant velocity of 0.1 m/ns, was applied to arrive at the section with the best
resolution (Figure 6c).
Contrasting a conventionally processed section (Figure 6a) with sections processed using deconvolution and migration filtering (Figures 6b and 6c), it is obvious that more accurate correlation of reflections on the GPR section (Figure 6c) to reflectors representing geologic features on the BSG1 quarry
face (Figure 3) result from these two extra processing steps. This ultimate groundtruthing (surveying
conductive rods driven into the quarry face) proves that the deconvolution and migration approach to
processing GPR data dramatically improves the focus of GPR data.
Comparing some general characteristics of the documented quarry face with deconvolution processed and migrated data (Figure 6c) and conventionally processed data (Figure 6a) further highlights
the effectiveness of the deconvolution and migration steps. Beds *, •, E, and X are distinct, laterally
traceable beds with bedding planes characterized by relatively thick shale partings. Consistent with
reflectivity estimations, these horizons should be, and are, strong, laterally continuous reflections on
GPR data that include the deconvolution and migration processing steps (Figure 6c). However, these
horizons are neither distinctly identifiable nor laterally continuous on conventionally processed data
(Figure 6a).
Beds A and B are distinct, laterally traceable horizons on BSG1 quarry exposures, with bedding
planes that are characterized by lateral variations in shale concentration. On deconvolution processed
and migrated data, beds A and B can be confidently identified, with their reflection character varying
8
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Figure 6. (a) GPR data produced with the 400 MHz antennas along a 30-m line on a flat bench 1 m behind quarry face BSG1
after AGC scaling and bandpass filtering has been applied. This type of GPR data is typically used for interpreting sedimenftologic features. (b) The same GPR data as shown in (a) after deterministic deconvolution, and (c) the GPR data after the
deterministic deconvolution and Stolt migration. Letters correspond to beds shown on Figure 3.

laterally, as expected (Figure 6c). Identification of beds A and B on conventional data is more difficult
and complicated, requiring identification of more distinct horizons such as the * and • beds to use as a
guide. However, the * and • beds are also difficult to identify on conventionally processed sections
(Figure 6a).
Beds F, G, and H are distinct horizons that are variably traceable along the BSG1 quarry face.
These beds are characterized by lateral variability in bedding plane shale amounts and pinching and
9
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swelling geometries. Therefore, reflection characteristics of these horizons on GPR data should include
variable reflection amplitudes and geometric complexities as they are traced across the GPR sections.
The general locations of beds F, G, and H can be confidently located on the deconvolution processed
and migrated section when aided by location of the more distinct laterally continuous E and X bedding
horizons (Figure 6c). In contrast, locations of beds F, G, and H are virtually impossible to confidently
locate on conventional data due to overall complexity associated with wavelet interference and noise of
GPR data at those depths (Figure 6a).
Finally, the beds between the E and • beds (including Z, C, and several unlabelled beds) are the
most difficult to trace in outcrop, with bedding planes dying out laterally, highly variable shale content
along bedding planes, and geometric variability. Accordingly, GPR reflection characteristics and geometry for these horizons is expected to be very complex, which is consistent with the GPR reflection
character of horizons between the distinct E and • beds (Figure 6c). In contrast, confident identification
of even the general location of the complexly bedded horizons between the E and • beds is virtually
impossible on conventional data (Figure 6a).
These comparisons illustrate the importance of the deterministic deconvolution and migration for
improving resolution and offering a more accurate spatial representation of geologic features. These
steps significantly aid interpretation and set the stage for more detailed analyses of complex GPR reflections and the variables controlling GPR attributes. The potential of these additional processing steps to
improve GPR studies of sedimentary strata is immense, and raises concern for interpretations of GPR
sections using conventional processing steps.
Conclusions
This study is the first documented and verified example of increased resolution of GPR data
through successful application of deterministic deconvolution. Key to this success was access to clean
quarry exposures, conductive rods used as markers, and characterization of the GPR instrument source
wavelet acquired in air. Our study indicates that narrow-band source wavelet interference in GPR data
can be significantly suppressed using this approach to deterministic deconvolution.
GPR instrument (source) wavelets acquired in air (in an open outdoor setting devoid of natural
and artificial noise) for the 400 MHz antenna (0.3 m spacing) and 200 MHz antenna (0.9 m spacing)
possessed well-behaved spectral properties. Wavelets from antennas will likely vary from one instrument to the other, but once a wavelet is acquired and defined for a particular antenna, it can be permanently stored and used for any geologic setting. Since wavelets acquired in air are true instrument wavelets, changes in geologic material being imaged or coupling will have no impact on the effectiveness of
deterministic deconvolution using these uniquely determined source wavelets.
The convolution model was verified at a quarry site. Steel rods were inserted into holes drilled
horizontally into quarry faces, permitting the ultimate calibration of resolution and spatial accuracy of
processed GPR data. Verification studies confirmed data processed using deterministic deconvolution
and migration were far superior in all aspects over conventionally processed GPR data. Applying deterministic deconvolution to GPR data collected in sedimentary strata at our study site resulted in an improvement in resolution of at least 50%, significantly decreased noise, and improved spatial location of
geologic features compared to the same data processed using conventional procedures.
A by-product of the deterministic deconvolution is the time zero adjustment. Before performing
any type velocity analysis, the true time zero should be correctly established. Unfortunately, all existed
methods to adjust the time zero are subjective or arbitrary. The GPR results shown in the paper are not
gone through the processing step: set time zero. Based on the convolution model, GPR data after the
deterministic deconvolution are automatically adjusted to the true time zero.
10
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Using conventional GPR data to interpret geologic features, especially fine structural and
stratigraphic characteristics, will likely result in inaccuracies and errors as a result of poor resolution,
inclusion of geophysical artifacts, and spatial misrepresentations. This study verifies the necessity of
includeing deterministic deconvolution and migration in standard GPR data processing.
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